The external source interference noise (ESIN) in modern marine seismic data acquisition can seriously contaminate the reflection signal, which affects accurate reservoir characterization and description. An automatic ESIN detection and attenuation algorithm is proposed, which includes automatic ESIN detection, trajectory recognition and extraction. The ESIN detection aims to identify whether the shot gather is contaminated or not during the dynamic marine acquisition by using the average filtering and logistic operators. After obtaining the ESIN apex estimation and the optimal distance automatically, its trajectory can be recognized based on the derived time-invariant hyperbolic travel-time equation. For the recognized trajectories, a sparse time-invariant hyperbolic Radon transform (TIHRT) is designed in the mixed time-frequency domain to extract the ESIN by using the classification technique in the TIHRT domain. For implementing the TIHRT accurately and efficiently, an iterative 2D model shrinkage algorithm is introduced for the accurate and robust ESIN extraction and attenuation. Synthetic and field marine data examples are provided to demonstrate the promising performance of the proposed automatic ESIN detection and attenuation method. The proposed method can attenuate the detected ESIN effectively and preserve the reflection signals.
Introduction
In marine seismic data, there are various types of interference noise. To improve seismic data quality, it is necessary to recognize and attenuate those interference noises. Seismic interference noises can be classified into two main categories based on their origins (Fookes et al. 2003; Brittan et al. 2008 ). The first category is backscattered noise. It is emitted from seismic sources towed by survey vessels and then backscat-tered off the diffracting structures in the water layer (e.g. an oil rig or a reef). The other category originates from a secondary source and propagates to the receiver locations directly, such as the continuous thrum of a propeller-driven ship or the mechanical operations of an offshore platform near the survey area. The origins and travel paths of these two types of interference noise are simply illustrated in figure 1. The second category is always regarded as external source interference noise (ESIN) for simplicity (Fookes et al. 2003; Brittan et al. 2008) . In this paper, we mainly concentrate on ESIN and consider its detection and attenuation in an automatic way.
ESIN has a broader frequency bandwidth than the reflection signal, especially in deep parts, because the reflection signal is attenuated due to the existing heterogeneity and viscosity of the subsurface medium. The ESIN contaminates the weak reflections especially in the deeper parts and affects the performances of deconvolution, surface-related multiple elimination (SRME), wave equation-based inversion and migration. Therefore, it is necessary to attenuate ESIN as a pre-requisite. There are several available methods to attenuate ESIN. A commonly used method is to sort shot gathers into another domain where the ESIN exhibits randomness, then frequency-space (FX) prediction filters can be used to suppress 'random' noise before sorting back (Gulunay 2008) . EIboth and Haouam (2015) designed the optimal acquisition to effectively randomize the arrival time of seismic interference noise, which can enable seismic interference attenuation with a good performance by using attenuation algorithms. This kind of ESIN attenuation method cannot completely suppress the ESIN, especially in areas around the apices, and might also damage the reflection signal. Yu (2011) reported a seismic interference noise attenuation algorithm in the − p − y domain by using a 3D spatial filter. Gulunay (2008) proposed two methods to attenuate seismic interference noise, i.e. the seismic interference noise attenuation method and the interfering source location scanning algorithm. However, both of them require certain assumptions. The former requires a high seismic interference amplitude relative to the signal and the latter requires accurate seawater velocity to predict and establish a seismic interference noise model. The calculated arrival times of ESIN can be used to flatten it through a static shift, and then the multi-channel filter is used to suppress it. However, its performance relies on the estimation accuracy of the external source location. Fookes et al. (2003) located external sources by using the arrival time, which is picked via auto-tracking systems and high-end visualization tools (Song et al. 2018a ). However, this is very time-consuming. Therefore, Lu et al. (2014) introduced an efficient automatic approach to diffracted noise localization based on the apex detection and clustering algorithm. EIboth et al. (2017) provided some recent advances in seismic interference attenuation for towed streamer data. High amplitude and broadside seismic interference noise can be attenuated if the interference is incoherent from shot to shot.
The ESIN is independent of seismic shot gathers and always spreads from the shallow to deep parts with a continuous noise train if it appears. It is emitted from a localized external source and propagates to the receivers directly, and there is no synchronization between the external source and seismic shot gathers. Guo et al. (2009) reported a constrained propeller ship noise attenuation technique for ocean-bottom cable (OBC) data, where the external sources are located automatically with the shipping lane information and a global linear fitting method (Song et al. 2018b ). The performances of these methods are seriously constrained by the requirements of prior knowledge or some assumptions about the external source location. Thus, proposed an automatic method to recognize the trajectory of the ship propeller noise and applied a time-invariant hyperbolic Radon transform (TIHRT) to suppress it.
In this paper, we propose an automatic method to detect, separate and attenuate the ESIN from seismic shot gathers. The travel-time equation of ESIN is first derived based on its travel path, which is a time-invariant hyperbolic. Then, a 1D average filtering technique and logical operators are introduced to detect whether ESIN effects exist in each shot gather or not. Once the ESIN appears, its trajectory is recognized automatically based on the apex estimation and distance semblance scan. Finally, all the recognized ESINs are extracted and attenuated by using a sparse TIHRT. The sparse TIHRT is implemented in the mixed time-frequency domain using an iterative 2D model shrinkage algorithm. The forward and backward transforms are carried out efficiently in the frequency domain, and the sparse constraints are performed in the time domain effectively. Numerical examples on the Pluto shot gather contaminated by the artificially simulated ESIN and a field dataset demonstrate the validity of the proposed method in the automatic ESIN detection, extraction and attenuation. 586 Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/jge/article-abstract/16/3/585/5520933 by guest on 15 February 2020
Theory

The travel-time equation of ESIN
The propagation of ESIN is briefly illustrated in figure 2. Generally, the ESIN is generated continuously by an external source and propagates to the receivers directly with the seawater velocity, i.e. 1500 m s −1 approximately.
In figure 2 , V represents the survey vessel, S denotes the towed source, and N is the external source. R i and R j are two towed receivers with the offsets h i and h j , respectively. The distance between these two receivers is denoted h j−i . d i and d j denote the distance from the external source N to the receiver R i and R j , respectively. Assume that the shortest distance from the external source to the receivers is d 0 = d i , and the ESIN apex locates at R i along the marching direction. The direct arrival time from the external source N to the receivers R i and R j can be characterized by,
where v is the velocity of seawater, and denotes the time lag of ESIN compared with the seismic source shooting. Assume that the towed receivers are of a constant depth, the streamer line (R i R j ) is approximately perpendicular to the line (R i N). Thus equation (2) can be rewritten as,
The ESIN arrival time of the receiver R j can be simply derived and characterized by equation (4),
Then, its travel-time equation can be derived as,
where x denotes the relative offset to the apex location of ESIN along the marching direction, d 0 is the shortest Figure 2 . Brief illustration of the ESIN propagation in the seawater. V is the vessel with the towed source S. N represents the external source with d as the distance from the external source N to the receiver R. h denotes the offset.
distance between the external source and the receivers, and represents the travel time of the ESIN apex. Equation (5) shows that the ESIN appears on a shot gather as a train of hyperbolic events, and the ESIN apex is located on the trace nearest to the external source. The apex position varies from different shot gathers as the survey vessel moves forward. In order to determine the trajectory of each ESIN, the apex position (R i , ) should be detected and the estimation of the optimal distance d 0 should be obtained as a pre-requisite.
Detection of ESIN
Marine seismic data acquisition is always dynamic, and the ESIN may appear in some shot gathers and disappear in others. Thus, observed data should be first analyzed to recognize whether the shot gather is ESIN contaminated or not. Its occurrence or absence can be determined by performing average filtering procedures and logistic operations. Here, we concentrate on the ESIN detection and attenuation in an automatic way, and leave other kinds of noise for future study.
The ESIN exhibits a continuously hyperbolic pattern with an almost constant amplitude from the shallow to deep parts. The ESIN is from the passing ships or nearby rigs. However, the energy of the reflection signal decays as the travel time increases because of the existing attenuation effects of the subsurface medium. Therefore, the ESIN is always dominant at deeper parts. Assuming the ESIN is generated continuously, it is present as a continuous train in shot gathers. The dominant ESIN in deeper parts can be used to ensure the correct ESIN detection. To detect the ESIN, a 1D average filter is firstly implemented in the original shot gather D(R j , t) along the spatial direction,
where j = 1, 2, … , N x , and N x denotes the number of receivers along the receiver line. D x (R j , t) denotes the filtered
is the designed 1D average filter with W x samples along the spatial direction. Then another 1D average filter is applied on |D x (R j , t)| and |D(R j , t)| along the temporal direction,
where
average filter with W t samples along the temporal direction. 587 | • | denotes the absolute operator and C 1 (R j , t), C 2 (R j , t) represent the filtered gathers, respectively. The apex search area, i.e. E 1 (R j , t) ≠ 0, can be determined by using the following formula,
where T 0 = max(C 2 ) denotes the threshold with ∈ (0, 1) as the scale parameter. is selected to ensure that the apex search area is only located around samples with the high energy. Generally, the energy of the apices is less affected by the 1D spatial average filter, because the areas around the apices are horizontally aligned better compared with the other areas . The potential apices can be detected by a given threshold T 1 ∈ (0, 1) as follows,
According to equation (10), the point (R j , t) that satisfies E 2 (R j , t) = 1 is the initially recognized potential apex.
To reduce the number of potential apices because some of them are of estimation errors, a 2D sliding window W 1 (i.e. 4 traces by 50 time samples in our tests) is performed on the initially detected apices E 2 (R j , t) = 1. Only the point with the maximum E 1 (R j , t) in each window is kept as the final detected apex, denoted E 3 (R j , t) = 1 .
The above apex detection algorithm follows the idea from Lu et al. (2014) . There are mainly five adjustable parameters, i.e. the length W x for the 1D spatial average filter AF x [•], the length W t for the 1D temporal average filter AF t [•], the scale parameter , the size of the 2D sliding window W 1 , and the designed threshold T 1 . The selection of these parameters depends closely on the pattern of ESIN, i.e. its moveout and the emission interval of the external source. In this paper, these parameters are set by trial and error. According to our experiences, the scale parameter can be set to ∼0.1-0.5, the size of the 2D sliding window, W 1, can be set as four traces by 50 time samples, and the threshold parameter T 1 can be set as ∼0.3-0.4. The length W x is typically much longer than the length W t , and both of them are set by trial and error. These parameters can be fine-tuned in different cases. The EISN has a broader frequency bandwidth than the reflection signal. To ensure the robustness of the apices detection, only the highfrequency components of original data (i.e. 30 Hz and above in our field data example) are used to detect the final apices of EISN.
The ESIN is generally emitted continuously and propagates to the receivers directly, shown as a continuous train from shallow to deep parts if it appears in the shot gather. If the external source location is fixed or varying slowly, the detected apices would be in the same trace. Therefore, we select the trace with the maximum number of the final detected apices as the final apex location R i . Once the number of apices on the trace R i exceeds a user-defined threshold, as shown in equation (11), the shot gather is recognized to be an ESIN contaminated gather,
where 0 < T 2 < 1, W L denotes the wavelet length and t = 1, 2, … , N t with N t as the number of time samples. In equation (11), the parameter T 2 ≈ 0.2 is selected by trial and error according to our experience. The ESIN detection procedure described above is simple but has proved to be effective. It is summarized in figure 3 . Once a shot gather is detected to be ESIN contaminated, its trajectory recognition and extraction are implemented to attenuate the ESIN. The detailed illustrations are provided in the next two subsections.
Trajectory recognition
The travel-time equation of ESIN in equation (5) shows that the apex position (R i , ) and the shortest distance d 0 between the external source and the streamer are necessary to recognize its trajectory. Assume that the external source position is fixed or varying slowly, the ESIN can be recognized easily by its distinctive moveout pattern.
The ESIN usually appears as a continuous noise train, and the energy-dominant ESIN trajectory can be used to accurately estimate the time position and the distance d 0 . The dominant ESIN trajectory has much stronger energy than the others in the same noise train, and its apex has the maximum energy. Among all the detected apices on the trace R i , the one with the maximum energy on the spatially filtered data D x (R j , t) is selected to determine the time position . It is simply characterized by,
After obtaining the apex position (R i , ) of the dominant ESIN trajectory, the direct arrival time t j can be calculated by using equation (5) with the known distance d 0 . For each possible distance d 0 , the calculated travel time is compared to the observed travel time to determine the optimal d 0 . The semblance of this ESIN is defined as,
x as the relative offset toward the detected apex of ESIN, and T s denotes the half length of the time window. The semblance scan analysis is an efficient and practical tool to assess the coherence, which is widely used in many geophysical applications (Neidell & Taner 1971; Gulunay 2008) . According to equation (13), a series of semblances for the ESIN trajectories can be obtained by scanning each potential distance d 0 . The optimal distance d 0 can be achieved when the semblance function C E reaches its maximum. Note that only with the known apex time , this 1D semblance function can help to efficiently determine the optimal distance d 0 .
After the above-mentioned procedures, the dominant ESIN trajectory is recognized. Instead of locating the actual external source position by scanning large areas, the proposed approach only needs to determine the optimal distance d 0 , which is much more efficient. In field cases, the external source for a certain shot gather locates a similar position with that of its adjacent shot gathers. Thus, the scanning range of the potential distance d 0 for the current shot gather is generally narrowed to be close to that of the previous shot. The efficiency of estimating the optimal distance d 0 will be further improved.
Extraction of ESIN
After the trajectory of ESIN is recognized, a TIHRT is designed to extract and attenuate it. The Radon transform (RT) has been widely used in geophysical applications, such as multiple attenuation, seismic data interpolation and velocity analysis (Thorson & Claerbout 1985; Kabir & Verschuur 1995; Sacchi & Ulrych 1995; Trad et al. 2003; Wang 2003) . There are three kinds of RTs, including the linear, parabolic and hyperbolic RTs. Among them, the traditional hyperbolic RT (HRT) is always used to handle the reflection signal in pre-stack gathers. As a time-variant operator, the HRT can only be implemented in the time domain with a large computational cost, which limits its applications. However, according to the travel-time equation of ESIN in equation (5), its hyperbolic form is time-invariant. Thus, a TIHRT is defined for the first time,
where q = 1∕v denotes the propagation slowness of ESIN in the seawater, D and M represent the dataset in the data and Radon domains, respectively. Equations (14) can be discretized and characterized in the frequency domain,
How to choose the range and sampling of q plays an important role in implementing the RT with a high accuracy. For the ESIN attenuation issue, we focus on the ESIN extraction and attenuation, then its range can vary with the seawater slowness as its center.
The detailed illustrations about the range and sampling selections of q can be found in Appendix A. This refers to Niu et al. (2001) to derive these parameter selections. The proposed TIHRT has a similar expression with the pseudo HRT (PHRT) proposed by Foster & Mosher (1992) , however, their concepts and backgrounds are completely different. The Radon model estimation issue can be classified into an ill-posed inverse problem using the following matrixvector form,
where D is the data vector for a specified frequency component, M denotes the corresponding Radon model and L represents the adjoint TIHRT operator. Accurate Radon model estimation is beneficial for ESIN extraction and attenuation. In order to stabilize the Radon model estimation and improve its accuracy, the function with sparse constraints can be established,
where R(•) represents the sparse constraint, such as L p norm (0 ≤ p ≤ 1 ) (Trad et al. 2003) . is a regularization factor that balances the Radon model sparsity and the data 589 Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/jge/article-abstract/16/3/585/5520933 by guest on 15 February 2020 misfit. The Radon parameters can be chosen according to Appendix A. The established function can be solved by using the iterative re-weighted least-squares method (Sacchi & Ulrych 1995; Trad et al., 2002) . The Radon model in the time domain can be obtained with the inverse Fourier transform when all the principal frequency components are processed.
In the frequency domain, the algorithm is efficient because a small-sized problem is solved for each frequency component within seismic data bandwidth. However, in the frequency domain, the sparse constraint is performed along the propagation slowness q, instead of the frequency or time axis. It decreases the accuracy of the ESIN extraction. In order to improve the accuracy, the following function in the mixed timefrequency domain is established,
where d denotes seismic data in the time domain, m represents the corresponding Radon model in the time domain and F(•) and F −1 (•) represent the forward and inverse Fourier transform along the time axis. L represents the adjoint TIHRT operator in the frequency domain. In this paper, the sparse constraint R(m) = ‖m‖ 1 is chosen. In order to solve equation (18) efficiently, we introduce a 2D model shrinkage algorithm that has been used successfully in the time-invariant linear or parabolic RTs (Lu 2013; ,
where ∈ (0, 1) is a scale parameter, t denotes an approximate step-size, m k represents the Radon model in the k th iteration and T (•) denotes a 2D shrinkage operator defined by,
where K represents a predefined maximum iteration number, m = {m i,j }, m = {m i,j }, m = m(max(|m|)∕(max(m))), m represents the filtered data of |m| using a 2D averaging filter. () + is defined as follows,
Using the 2D shrinkage algorithm, we can efficiently obtain the accurate Radon model in the time domain based on the TIHRT, then the ESIN can be extracted and attenuated accurately. During the shrinkage operations, the high amplitude coefficients in the Radon domain are boosted while the low amplitude coefficients are suppressed. Thus, the sparsity of the Radon model is improved, which can lead to an enhanced separation between the ESIN and signals in the Radon domain. More details about the 2D model shrinkage algorithm can be found in Lu (2013) ; .
These ESIN extraction procedures can be summarized as follows:
• First, the shot gather is transformed into the sparse TIHRT domain based on the recognized trajectory by using the estimated R i , , d 0 . • Second, the area around the propagation slowness of the seawater is kept unchanged, while the other areas are set to be zero in the sparse TIHRT domain. • Finally, the ESIN from the original data can be extracted by using the adjoint TIHRT.
In order to better illustrate the ESIN extraction procedures, a flow chart is shown in figure 4 .
The TIHRT with sparse constraints makes the ESIN extraction procedures much more stable and effective. The proposed method can attenuate the extracted ESIN while preserving the underlying reflection signals effectively. However, the performance of the proposed ESIN extraction method relies on the accuracy of the trajectory recognition. The recognition error may lead to inaccurate design of the TIHRT, thus decreasing the accuracy of ESIN extraction. Also, the TIHRT is not orthogonal, so the amplitude preserving along the spatial direction is a little bit weak. Therefore, more studies should be done in the future.
Numerical examples
Synthetic data example
In the synthetic data example, the Pluto 1.5D dataset is used to illustrate our proposed method for the ESIN attenuation. Figure 5a shows part of a common shot gather, and Figure 5b shows the ESIN contaminated dataset. The ESIN is artificially simulated based on the travel-time equation of ESIN, as shown in equation (5). It is generated continuously by an external source with 3 km as the shortest distance from the 160th receiver. The propagation velocity of the simulated ESIN is 1500 m s −1 and the emission interval of the external source is 80 ms. The amplitude of the simulated ESIN from the shallow to deep parts is generated randomly, where the maximum amplitude is set as 0.25 times of the maximum reflection signal amplitude. Besides, the amplitude decreases with the increasing relative offset for each ESIN trajectory. The Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of 35 Hz is used to simulate the ESIN. In this synthetic test, the external source position is assumed to be fixed. Figure 5c represents E 1 , which is obtained by using equation (9), and figure 5d represents the detected apices (white plus signs) E 3 obtained by the proposed method. Figure 5 parts c and d explain the procedures to locate the 591 apex location of ESIN along the spatial direction as expressed in the theory part.
In figure 5c , the energy around the apex of a specified ESIN event is clearly highlighted. In figure 5d , almost all the apices of the reflection signals and the ESIN events are detected by using the proposed apex detection method. Based on equation (11), the 160th trace is finally identified as the apices location of ESIN along the spatial direction. Besides, this shot gather is also identified the ESIN contaminated with the predefined thresholds. During this test, we set the length of the 1D average filters W x = 35 and W t = 5, the scale parameter = 0.2, and the threshold parameters T 1 = 0.4 and T 2 = 0.2. This synthetic example demonstrates that the proposed automatic apex detection method is simple yet effective to detect the ESIN and locate its apex location. Figure 6a shows the detected apex (white star sign) of the dominant ESIN event and its corresponding trajectory (black curve sign) picked by using the described trajectory recognition algorithm. The increment of the scanned distances is set as 10 m. Figure 6a shows that the proposed method achieves a good recognition of the ESIN trajectory, based on which the sparse TIHRT is used to extract and suppress the recognized ESIN events. The sampling interval Δq and the range of q can be chosen according to Appendix A. We focus on the ESIN extraction issue and the ESIN propagation slowness approaches the seawater slowness approximately. Thus, the range of q can take the seawater slowness as its center. Figure 6b gives the result after the ESIN attenuation. The extracted ESIN is shown in figure 6c . Figure 6d shows the residual, i.e. the difference between the denoised result in Figure 6b and the original data without the ESIN contamination in figure 5a. Figure 6 indicates that the proposed method can detect and suppress the ESIN effectively. The current used TIHRT is not orthogonal, and the amplitude preserving ability is a little bit weak; thus the high order RT (Xue et al. 2014) can be used to further preserve the amplitude.
In order to evaluate the performance of the ESIN attenuation quantitatively, the normalized error energy (NEE) is used, which is defined as follows,
where s is the original simulated ESIN,ŝ is the extracted ESIN by using the proposed method and ‖ ⋅ ‖ represents the Frobenius norm of a matrix. According to equation (22), the NEE in this synthetic test is 0.0086, which indicates that the ESIN is effectively suppressed and the underlying reflection signal is well preserved. In complicated cases, the ESIN attenuation should balance the reflection signal preservation and the ESIN attenuation.
Field data example
To further demonstrate the validity of the proposed method, a field marine data is used. The field data consists of 487 shots with 120 traces per shot. Parts of seismic data are shown and the duration time ranges from 3 to 6 s with 2 ms as the time sampling interval. The spatial interval is 25 m. Considering the location of the external source might not be fixed, we use the split-window strategy. During this test, the time window size is set as 1.5 s with 0.75 s as the overlap. Thus, each shot gather can be divided into three time windows to adapt movement of the external source. The selected parameters are as follows: the length W x and W t of the 1D average filters are set as 17 and 3, the scale parameter is set as 0.3, the threshold parameters T 1 and T 2 are set as 0.3 and 0.2, and the increment of the scanned distance is set as 10 m. 594 The shot gather 1 is shown in figure 7a , and there is a continuous noise train here. Based on the ESIN property, it shows ESIN to be contaminated. A rough spectral analysis for this field data shows that the frequency bandwidth for the reflection signal is about ∼5-60 Hz and that for the ESIN is about ∼20-100 Hz. To detect and extract the ESIN accurately, a high-pass filter is used in this field data example (here, the frequency components above 30 Hz are extracted). Figure 7b shows the obtained E 1 by using equation (9), where the areas around the ESIN apex are clearly highlighted. The detected ESIN apices (white plus signs) E 3 are illustrated in figure 7c , in which most of the detected apices are located near the same trace. Figure 7d shows three apices (white star signs) and their corresponding trajectories (black curve signs) for better illustrations of the ESIN events by using the proposed method. The result after ESIN attenuation by the proposed method is shown in figure 7e, and figure 7f shows the extracted ESIN. Figure 7 demonstrates that the ESIN is well detected and suppressed automatically to highlight the important underlying signals. The parameters for TIHRT can be found in Appendix A.
To prove the flexibility and effectiveness of the proposed ESIN attenuation method, another shot gather (shot gather 2) contaminated by the visible ESIN is used, as shown in figure 8a . The noise is recognized to be ESIN because of the existing continuous noise train. It is the property of the ESIN instead of the backscattered noise. This ESIN exhibits a much smaller normal moveout and weaker energy compared with that in figure 7a . It indicates that this ESIN is probably emitted from another external source with a further distance d 0 . The obtained E 1 by using equation (9) is shown in figure 8b, and the detected ESIN apices (white plus signs) E 3 are shown in figure 8c . Even though the relatively small curvature leads to a wider spread of the apex locations, the detected apices can still gather together at several neighboring traces, as shown in figure 8c . Figure 8d shows the apices (white star signs) and the corresponding trajectories (black curve signs) of three dominant ESIN events recognized by the proposed automatic method. Seismic data after the ESIN extraction and suppression by using the designed TIHRT are shown in figure 8e, and the selection of TIHRT parameters can be found in Appendix A. The attenuated ESIN is shown in figure 8f . The performance is similar to that of the synthetic data and the field shot gather 1, and the reflection events are also well preserved with the effective ESIN suppression.
To better show the performance of the averaging filters and logistic operations in detecting whether the shot gather is ESIN contaminated or not, we choose another ESIN-free shot gather as a comparison. Figure 9a shows the shot gather 3 with no apparent continuous noise train, i.e. no ESIN effects exist. The E 1 obtained by using equation (9) is shown in figure 9b , and the detected ESIN apices (white plus signs) E 3 are shown in figure 9c. The frequency components above 30 Hz are used for the accurate ESIN detection. The detected apices spread over a large area and are present only in shallow parts, as shown in figure 9c. Based on equation (11), this shot gather can be easily identified as an ESIN-free shot gather. For these shot gathers without the ESIN effect, we leave them unchanged. It can save the computational burden and keep the reflection signals unharmed.
The ESIN attenuation procedure is repeated for all shot gathers. It should be mentioned that the proposed automatic ESIN detection and attenuation method is suitable for one ESIN case. If more than one ESIN exist in one shot gather, the automatic detection and attenuation method can be used iteratively to finally attenuate all ESINs. After ESIN suppression, the stacked section of this seismic line is shown in figure 10a and b. The parts represent the stacked seismic data before and after the ESIN attenuation, respectively. Figure 10c represents the suppressed ESIN, i.e. the difference between figure 10 parts a and b. Figure 10 shows that two dominant continuous noise trains exist, which are generated by two different external sources. This assertion is also confirmed by the field ESIN attenuation tests on the single shot gather, where continuous noise trains with different normal moveouts exist. This test proves that the proposed automatic ESIN detection and attenuation method can detect the ESIN appearance or absence in one shot gather. And then the ESIN can be attenuated effectively without disturbing the underlying reflection signals if it appears. For more details, figure 11 shows a zoomed section, marked by the black rectangles in figure 10a-c. Figure 11 parts a-c denote the zoomed versions of the original data before the ESIN attenuation, the data after the ESIN attenuation and the attenuated ESIN, respectively. The results show that the proposed automatic method can attenuate the ESIN effectively as well as preserve the reflection signals to enhance the spatial continuity. It demonstrates the validity of our proposed method in this paper.
Discussions
The proposed automatic ESIN detection and attenuation method is designed under the assumption that the external source location is fixed or varying slowly. However, the field cases are complicated and always beyond this assumption. For example, a moving merchant ship near the survey can emit propeller noise, or the external source position is not fixed any more. Therefore, we generally recognize the ESIN trajectory and extract it by a split-window strategy in practical cases. In each small time window, the external source location can be considered to be approximately fixed. For the field data example in this paper, the time window size is set to 1.5 s with 0.75 s as the overlap.
The trajectory recognition of ESIN requires apex information as a pre-requisite. However, its apex is not always present in every shot gather. The proposed method may fail to suppress the ESIN if its apex lies outside the cable extent. For the ESIN, of which the apex does not fall within the shot gather, a frequency wavenumber filtering technique (Rao & Wang 2016) or the linear RT (Wang & Houseman 1997) can be used to suppress this kind of noise. Although the linear filters often fail to suppress the ESIN around its apices, they can suppress two steep sides of the ESIN events effectively . In field cases, the key issue to the ESIN attenuation is how to suppress the ESIN around its apices effectively and efficiently. Therefore, this paper mainly focuses on the ESIN attenuation where the apices fall within the cable extent. More than one continuous noise train will appear on the shot gather if multiple external sources exist in the survey area. In this case, the proposed automatic ESIN detection and attenuation method can be implemented iteratively to attenuate each ESIN train one by one. Finally, all ESINs can be detected, extracted and attenuated in an automatic way.
The proposed method can be easily extended into the 3D common shot gathers where several parallel cables exist. For a fixed external source, the ESIN apices appear on the same position along the marching direction for the 3D shot gather. Using the proposed 2D ESIN detection algorithm on each cable, the final ESIN apex position for all cables can be obtained robustly by comparing the apex detection results in each cable. Besides, the optimal distance d 0 between the external source and each cable can also be estimated robustly because the distance between adjacent cables is always a constant. Then, the 2D ESIN automatic detection, extraction and attenuation method can be carried out for each cable efficiently and effectively. Besides, the proposed 2D algorithm is also computationally efficient compared with the true 3D algorithm.
In most cases, the proposed automatic method is effective and efficient to detect and suppress the ESIN in a marine seismic dataset. Even though its travel-time equation is derived based on the assumption that the receivers towed by the survey vessel is of a constant depth, the proposed method can still be effective for acquired marine seismic data with slightly drifted receiver cables. Some cable feathering exists at far offsets for this field marine data, as shown in figures 10 and 11. Two main reasons may be responsible for its effectiveness. First, the ESIN still exhibits a hyperbolic moveout approximately, even for some slightly drifted cables. Second, sparse constraints for the TIHRT and the appropriate range selection to be zeroed in the sparse Radon domain can both mitigate this problem partially during the ESIN extraction procedures. Of course, it is not expected to solve all the problems related with the external sources. If the ESIN trajectory is far from a hyperbola or the external source apex is invisible clearly, the proposed method may not work. For these particularly complicated cases, more advanced methods should be developed in the future to promote ESIN attenuation.
Conclusions
We present an automatic detection and attenuation method for the ESIN by using the TIHRT. Automatic ESIN detection is first implemented within each shot gather using 1D average filtering operators and logistic operations to determine whether it is ESIN contaminated or not. Then its trajectory is recognized based on the apex estimation and distance semblance scan algorithms for the ESIN contaminated shot gathers. There is no manual intervention and prior knowledge involved for the trajectory recognition except for some parameter adjustments. A simple 1D distance semblance scan is used to determine the optimal distance d 0 efficiently instead of 2D scanning to determine the external source position. After its trajectory is picked, a sparse TIHRT in the mixed time-frequency domain is designed to extract the recognized ESIN efficiently and accurately. The designed sparse TIHRT is implemented in the frequency domain efficiently. And the sparse constraint is performed accurately in the time domain where an iterative 2D model shrinkage algorithm is introduced. Synthetic and field marine data examples demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of the proposed automatic method. The proposed method can automatically identify whether the shot gather is the ESIN contaminated or not, and the detected ESINs can be attenuated automatically without harming the reflection signals. 597 
